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What is Gamma88?
Gamma88 is an extremely potent fuel and oil reformulator that
has been proven to significantly reduce fuel usage, emissions, and
maintenance cost for almost every type of engine. It is a liquid product
that greatly reduces harmful byproducts of combustion, while helping
to decrease the carbon footprint in the atmosphere, most notably
carbon dioxide, through decreased fuel consumption (or increased
fuel efficiency). Gamma88 should be added to liquid fuels and motor
oils, including gasoline, diesel, bunker C fuel, ethanol, methanol and
bio-diesel. The power of Gamma88 comes from its ASTM lab-tested
and proven ability to enhance the lubricity and combustion properties
of fuels and oils and clean carbon deposits within engines while
reducing wear scarring. Through these processes, engine efficiency and
operating life can be dramatically increased.

Tested
Numerous tests – both ASTM lab and independent
engineering dynamometers – have been conducted, with
results quantitatively proving Gamma88’s effectiveness.
What follows is one such test, performed April 13-24,
2009, at Warren CAT in Odessa, Texas, to evaluate
Gamma88 in a diesel engine. The objective of this series
of dynamometer tests was to evaluate the effects of the
product on engine performance. Previous tests had
shown improvements in engine performance, reduced
exhaust emissions and improved engine cleanliness,
but had not always been performed under controlled,
repeatable, and independently certified conditions.

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS
Implementation
Phase
Average 5x
Average 3x
Average 1x

FUEL
CONSUMPTION

AVERAGE
SAVINGS*

90.4 gallons
91.0 gallons
91.3 gallons

8.5%*
7.89%*
7.59%*

*Average Savings Based on Baseline Phase Fuel Consumption of 98.8 gallons

Appendix A
Dynometer Report
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Dynometer Report

Appendix C
Horsepower Curve

Appendix D
Torque Curve

Engine
CLEANLINESS

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

Typically Reduces Fuel Costs by 6 to 12%
Increased Lubricity 11%
(Lowered wear scarring from 540 microns to 480 microns) in HFRR tests

Raises Cetane by 2.5%
EPA Registered
ASTM Lab Tested for Use in Fuel and Oil
99.99976% Clean
(Ashless upon ignition)

Non-hazardous
Ester-based with a Small Fraction
of Petroleum Distillate
Internationally Used

GAMMA88 SALES AND MARKETING: 4411 Cleveland Avenue
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: 520 E. Cooper Avenue
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888.6.Gamma.88 | 888.642.6628 | Gamma88.com

Gamma88 is available for any size fleet of vehicles or specialized need. Visit our website – www.Gamma88.com or call
1-888-6-Gamma88 – for all the details to see how you can put our fuel and oil reformulator to work for you!

